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The case for improving capability
Buying increasingly complex 
goods and services, many 
government contracts are 
being managed by those 
outside of the commercial 
function without formal 
training & accreditation

“The public sector spends more money on contracts than it 
spends on providing services itself. 31% of all public sector 
spending is on contracts” 
(2014/15 - NAO 2016 Commercial and contract 
management)

A number of high profile, costly contract reversals 
(2012-14) - e.g., Olympics resourcing, MOJ tagging 
contracts - demonstrated inadequate Commercial skills in 
the Civil Service

Commercial Capability Reviews (2014-15) and 
departmental self-assessments, exposed unacceptable 
commercial resource and skill levels across central 
government. The process highlighted that contract 
managers were not easily identifiable, did not receive 
tailored training and no evidence of KPI management.

Departments evidenced their need for 
increased contract management 
capability through commercial self-
assessments, while external events 
prompted increased scrutiny on 
contract management in government

It is estimated by industry (WCC/IACCM) that approximately 
14-18% of contract value can be leaked annually due to poor 
contract management

Interserve given public contracts worth £660m in the run up to the 
collapse

Government confirms nationalise operation plans in event of organisation run up to liquidation -
The Times 2019

Government to review £500m worth of Atos contracts after huge IT 
failure

Whitehall reviewing £10m worth of contracts suggesting lack of confidence in the outsourcing 
company - The Guardian 2018

Carillion collapse cost the UK tax payer £148m after government 
loss due to liquidation

Poor contract management allowed wider contractual rollout of nationwide operations in the run 
up to organisations collapse - The Financial Times 2019
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Central Commercial Teams

The Government Commercial Function (GCF) is a cross-government network of around 5,300 Civil Servants with commercial expertise; procuring goods 
and services for the government and developing the knowledge and skills needed to compete successfully in commercial environments. The GCF also 
supports Departments in managing key commercial contracts and planning for future commercial needs.

The GCF is one of the ten core functions the Government is committed to strengthening. Improving the GCF enables the government to leverage its scale 
and purchasing power by acting as a single, coordinated and informed customer to drive better value procurement and best value for the taxpayer. 

Our vision is that the Government Commercial Function will be the best commercial function in the UK 

The structure of the Government Commercial Function: All Commercial Professionals are a part of the GCF
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Government Commercial Function - a 
broad scope of c.5,300 people who are in 
commercial roles and undertake 
commercially aligned activitiesC
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Government Commercial 
Organisation – currently circa. 1,400 
GCO Specialists (Grade 7 and above) 
are deployed across departments
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Government Commercial Organisation

The Government Commercial Function:
bringing professionals together across government
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Commercial Capability Services
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GCO Talent

Coaching, careers, skills registers, 
profiling, managed moves

Transforming Public 
Procurement

Training subject to Ministerial 
agreement and funding.

GCO HR

GCO HR Services – contracts, 
employment, pay, conduct, support.

Blueprint Services

In depth review process to create a plan 
to achieve the organisation’s 

commercial target operating model.

Contract Management

Contract Management L&D, 
Assessment and Accreditation

Commercial Capability

Commercial Assessment, 
Accreditation and L&D

GCO Recruitment

Recruitment campaigns for GCO and 
some non-GCO staff across 

Government

Commercial 
Capability

Team



Assessment framework 
based on People Standards 
for Commercial Profession

Consistent 
evaluation of 
multiple participants 

Consideration of 
Reasonable Adjustments

A mixture of Interviews,
Case study, Role plays

Business Acumen & 
Commercial Judgement
• Risk Mindset
• Manages Complexity 
• Decisive
• Market Insight
• Commercial Focus

Leadership Skills & 
Capability
• Resilient
• Assertive
• Political Insight
• Builds Relationships
• Coaching Manager

Technical Assessment
• Strategy & Policy Dev
• Needs and Sourcing
• Procurement
• Contract and Supplier mgmt.

Commercial Assessment and Development Centre
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Commercial 
Programmes

Understanding 
drivers of 
behaviour 

Leadership 
behaviours and 

impact

Impact of 
Thinking Styles 

and biases
Effective 

influencing 
strategies and 

practice

Peer group 
coaching

Improve 
technical skills

Leadership Skills and Capability and Business Acumen 
and Commercial Judgement. 

Experienced facilitators deliver these workshops. There is 
a mix of theory, case studies and peer activities, as well 
as chance to receive feedback and time to reflect 
individually. The Programme provides:

• opportunities to practice analytical tools
• an arena for participants to share and communicate 

latest research and best practice with a wide network 
of peers

• opportunities to build and deepen commercial 
networks

Grade Accredited Working Towards 
Accreditation

ACS+/above √ √
Commercial Lead √ √

Commercial Learning and Development



Contract Management

As part of the Commercial Capability Programme we are raising contract management standards by 
training and accrediting everyone who manages a contract.

Why?

1. Mitigate risk of failure

2. Improve contract efficiency

3. Developing our people

Benefits 
of raising 
capability 

Greater efficiency by having 
confident individuals in place 
to manage risk & complexity

Better value through 
informed and timelier contract 
management decision-making

Quality services and 
satisfied service users

Also: Beyond Foundation
Grants vs Contract Management
SRO Training
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Foundation - What Will You Learn?

B1: Design and Ongoing Development B4: Change Control 

You will learn how sustainable contracts are 
developed, to review records and data and the 
importance of sharing your experience of 
relationships and performance management. 

You will learn the change process, need for internal 
governance and stakeholder management, familiarity with 
commonly used tools and importance of documentation.

B2: Procurement and Mobilisation B5: Stakeholder Engagement

You will understand the essentials of procurement 
regulations, how you can support your commercial 
team and how to plan for the mobilisation of a 
contract. 

You will understand the different stakeholders relevant to 
your contract, how to map these based on interest and 
influence and the importance of structured communication 
with suppliers and lessons learnt.

B3: Managing Contract Delivery B6: Risk Management

You will understand how to use tools and techniques 
developed in the mobilisation phase to ensure 
optimum performance, how to manage a dispute and 
how to prepare for exit or transition to a new contract.

You will learn the difference between risks and issues, risk 
management, common risk categories, how to use a risk 
register and the importance of business continuity plans.

The Foundation course will allow you to gain an understanding of all elements of the contract lifecycle, as outlined 
in the Contract Management Professional Standards. It is divided into six interactive modules and after completion 
of the online Foundation training, you can attempt the Foundation-level assessment.
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Foundation Course - Details
Length of course:
Learners work through the modules at their own pace and 
have 90 days from enrolment to complete the course.

Number of hours:
Each module takes 1-3 hours (ave. 8 hours training)

Assessment:
The online assessment takes up to 90 minutes to 
complete

Accreditation:
Government-wide accreditation

Delivery method:
Online

Sign up for the training:
www.govcommercialcollege.co.uk

Foundation video:
https://youtu.be/sY282mO-pZA

“Training on the lifecycle of a 
contract will ensure I'm doing and 

thinking of the right things 
concerning the contract, providing 

greater confidence when 
renegotiating deliverables and 

terms.”

“Comfortably the best training out 
there!”
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Part 1: Design, Procurement & Mobilisation Part 2: Delivery, Change & Exit/Transition

• Business Case
• Financials
• Initial risk and regulations
• Mobilisation plan including resourcing
• Contract literacy
• Key Performance Indicators, MI and 

reporting
• Stakeholder management

• Transition
• Financials post-contract award
• Risk and regulation post-contract award
• Change control process
• Obligation tracking
• Exit and transition planning
• Dispute resolution
• Supplier management

Practitioner
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Expert 

Part 3: Strategy

• VMOST (Vision, Mission, Objectives, Strategy, Tactics)
• SWOT and department complex issues
• Maturity modelling and Horizon scanning obligation
• Scenario planning
• Strategic view across political contract management in Government
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Senior Responsible Owner

• Module one: Contract management as a senior responsible owner
(General, online course to support all)

• Module two: Posing the right questions

• Module three: Teams and governance for contract management

• Module four: Assessing trade-offs (arising from crisis or policy)

• Module five: Specific challenges of contract transitions
(Expert facilitated sessions aimed at experienced SROs)
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Progress so far

• 10,150 Foundation accredited in central departments vs estimated 
9,000 Bronze contract managers

• Nearly 4,900 accredited from the Wider Public Sector

• Another 8,800 currently in training

• 500 completed their Practitioner/Expert training vs estimated 1,900 
Silver + Gold contract managers

• Only 150 accredited so far

• Additional 600+ currently in training

14
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Skills Uplift Key Findings 

The Contract Management Capability Programme has an objective to uplift 
Contract Management capability across Government. Capturing the CM skills 
uplift provides a richer picture to compliment Accreditation outcomes.

This table shows the CM Skills increase by learners at 
Practitioner level. Learners moved up to the ‘skilled’ 
bracket in 5 out of 8 skills areas.

Similarly, Learners at Expert level moved up to the 
‘skilled’ bracket in 4 out of 8 skills areas.

Key Findings
Learners reported a skills uplift in every Contract 
Management skill category. This data evidences 
capability uplift against the CMCP objectives.

Next Steps
We continue to build the data to show the positive 
impact the learning is having on contract managers at 
a departmental level. 
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What are we seeing?

1. ‘Professionalisation’ – removal of the accidental contract manager badge

2. Breaking down of the commercial / operational CM role wall

3. Greater understanding across the CM lifecycle

4. Greater confidence in contract expectations such as reviews, KPIs and contract 
variations

5. Greater visibility and responsibility up and down the CM chain

6. Improved relationships and collaboration
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The Benefits: Improved commercial and contract management 
saves money
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The size of the prize - annual central government third party commercial
spend on goods and services is c.£50bn and if you include the wider public
sector this figure is almost £300bn – even the smallest improvements in
capability can unlock massive value across the system.

Return on investment:
• c.£50m invested since 2015 on commercial and contract management

capability, including central investment and departmental funding
• £2bn+ commercial benefits per annum being delivered
• Contract Management - it is estimated by industry (World Commerce

and Contracting ) that an average of 9% of contract value can be
leaked annually due to poor contract management with the worst cases
leaking over 20%

• Early feedback from our Accredited Practitioner and Expert contract
management population evidences a direct saving of c.£750m through
procurement and contract improvements, and this is just the tip of the
iceberg.



Next Steps

1. Closing the skills delta capability gaps

2. Complete training for 1,900 Practitioners and Experts

3. Focus on 30 hours CPD on an ongoing basis

4. Encourage wider development through external bodies

5. Communities of Practice

6. PFI, Transforming Public Procurement

7. Continued evaluation of the benefits.
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Thank you
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andrew.knight@cabinetoffice.gov.uk

www.govcommercialcollege.co.uk

mailto:Andrew.knight@cabinetoffice.gov.uk
http://www.govcommercialcollege.co.uk/
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